
Leak Detection System  
6800BH-FLEX Gauge

Model # 6800BH-FLEX - PRESTO-TAP® 
300# PSIG / Ambient Temperature Liquid 
Filled Gauge  With Bleeder Valve, 36” 
FLEX Hose Extension, and Straight Quick 
Coupler Connector

Designed to be carried by drivers and service personnel 
to perform NFPA leak testing at tank pressure.  Utilized 
for leak testing at tank pressure locations where a 
PRESTOTAP® LDS (Leak Detection System) products 
have been permanently installed - especially helpful 
for testing at underground tank installations. 

Appropriate testing locations include RegO “Ready 
To Go” valve locations with the PRESTO-TAP®  
LDS/2000 RV installed, or at PRESTO-TAP®  LDS 
Pigtail and TPF locations. 

If the Ambient Temperature on the gauge (indicated 
by the pressure reading on the gauge) is close to the  
outside surrounding ambient temperature, there is 
liquid in the tank.  If the reading is materially lower, 
there is vapor in the tank and an interruption of service 
could have occurred or the tank could be too small to 
service the propane demand. 

U.S Patented & Canadian Patented Copyright 2012

Simply remove the Presto-Tap® LDS/2000RV black 
UV Resistant cap and attach the # 6800-BH-90 Quick 
Coupler to obtain a pressure reading.  To perform a 
leak test, close the tank service valve after admitting 
full container pressure to the system, slightly open the 
Bleeder Valve releasing about 10 pounds of pressure 
and retighten, and observe the gauge pressure for 
any movement for 3 minutes (or time specified by your 
company policy).  A decrease in pressure indicates 
a leak downstream.  An increase indicates a faulty 
or damaged seat in the container valve (repair with 
appropriate bonnet replacement and re test).

Stainless Steel Case with Vent Plug Lever (to adjust 
to zero due to changes in temperature that affects 
pressure reading – maintain Vent Plug in CLOSED 
position or liquid will escape) – Ambient Operating 
Temperature (Glycerin Filled): -40°F to 160°F (-40°C 
to 71°C)       
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Leak Detection System  
PT-30LP-BHFlEX

# PT-30LP-BHFlEX
30 psi Glycerin Filled Gauge, Bleeder 
Valve, 36” Flex Hose with Bleeder and 
Straight Quick Adapter

Used to obtain pressure readings for regulator lock up and 
flow in addition to performing leak tests with Presto-Tap 
products installed after tank pressure has been reduced to 
approximately 10# by the first stage regulator and before the 
further reduction of system pressure to W.C. or Oz. levels 
by the second stage regulator with Presto-Tap Patented 
and UL Listed LDS2000/RV installed in first & second stage 
regulator taps.
36” Flex Hose facilitates easier connection and use 
with underground tanks and where confined regulator 
configurations occur on DOT cylinders with collars.

U.S Patented & Canadian Patented Copyright 2012
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Leak Detection System  
PT-OZ-BHFLEX

#PT-OZ-BHFlEX
0-35” Low Pressure Test Gauge With 36” 
Flex Hose Bleeder And Quick Adapter

Designed to perform low pressure leak test and check 
second stage regulator lock up and flow. Utilized by attaching 
to Presto- TapLDS2000/RV OR RV-L fittings permanently 
installed into propane systems downstream of second stage 
regulators.

Gauge features magnet on back allowing adhesion to tanks 
and appliances during use. Used in determining proper 
appliance supply pressure. 36” Flex hose facilitated ease of 
use in confined areas Can be recalibrated if need be.


